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(AODV) [19]. In LAR, the use of physical location information has been suggested to reducethe search space for a desired route. The basic LAR has two di�erent algorithms in terms ofhow to de�ne the limited search space, named \request zone", as described in [11, 12, 14].Several optimizations are possible to achieve more e�cient performance of the basic LARprotocols. In [12, 14], some potential optimizations to the basic LAR algorithms have beensuggested, for instance, alternative de�nitions of request zone or use of directional antenna, etc.This report mainly summarizes these and several other optimizations for the LAR protocols.2 Overview of LARThe basic idea of Location-aided Routing (LAR) is that routing-related overhead can be reducedby using the physical location information, i.e., by limiting the search space for desired routeto a destination into a smaller but feasible request zone, determined based on knowledge ofprevious location of the destination. This approach results in lower route discovery overheadin MANET. LAR is basically the same as ooding algorithms, with some modi�cations. Themodi�cation at the source is to de�ne a request zone so that only nodes in the request zone canbe allowed to forward a route request message into their neighbors1. The intended destination ismodi�ed to reply with its location information so that this information can be used for a futureroute discovery at the source.Two di�erent LAR algorithms have been presented in [14]: LAR scheme 1 and LARscheme 2. LAR scheme 1 uses expected location of the destination (so-called expected zone)at the time of route discovery in order to determine the request zone. The request zone usedin LAR scheme 1 is the smallest rectangle including current location of the source and theexpected zone for the destination. The sides of the rectangular request zone are parallel to theX and Y axes. When a source needs a route discovery phase for a destination, it includes thefour corners of the request zone with the route request message transmitted. Any intermediatenodes receiving the route request then make a decision whether to forward it or not, by usingthis explicitly speci�ed request zone. Note that the request zone in the basic LAR scheme 1 isnot modi�ed by any intermediate nodes. On the other hand, LAR scheme 2 uses distance fromthe previous location of the destination, i.e., DIST , as a parameter for de�ning the requestzone. Thus, any intermediate node J receiving the route request forwards it if J is \closer" toor \not much farther" from the destination's previous location than node I transmitting therequest packet to J. Therefore, the implicit request zone of LAR scheme 2 becomes adapted asthe route request packet is propagated to various nodes.3 Optimizations of LAR3.1 Alternative De�nitions of Request ZoneAs described in the previous section, in [14], there are two ways of de�ning a request zone.Several other alternatives may be conceived. For instance, in the rectangular request zone of1Two nodes are said to be neighbors if they can communicate with each other over a wireless link.2



LAR scheme 1, sender node S may be on the border of the zone. Instead, one may de�ne alarger rectangle as the request zone. Also, in LAR scheme 1, the sides of the rectangle arealways parallel to the X and Y axes. It is possible to remove this restriction when de�ning therectangular region. For instance, one side of the rectangle may be made parallel to the lineconnecting the location of node S to previous location of D { this approach would often resultin a smaller request zone (see Figure 1).
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of  Request ZoneFigure 1: Alternative De�nitions of Request Zone for LAR scheme 1In our previous simulations of the two LAR schemes [11, 12, 14], the request zone isexpanded to the entire network space when a sender using our algorithm fails to �nd the routeto a destination within a timeout interval. This simple strategy of expanding the request zonecauses performance degradation of LAR schemes with a smaller transmission range and numberof nodes. This scheme may be improved by increasing the request zone gradually.De�nition of a request zone is also dependent on how much information regarding themobile hosts is available. The basic LAR scheme 1 assume that only speed2 of the nodes isknown. It is interesting to consider situations wherein additional information may be available(for instance, direction of movement).3.2 Adaptation of Request Zone3.2.1 Adapted Request Zone by intermediate nodesAccuracy of a request zone in LAR (i.e., probability of �nding a route to the destination) canbe improved by adapting the request zone, initially determined by the source node S, with up-to-date location information for destination host D, which can be acquired at some intermediatenodes. Let us consider the case that node S starts search of a destination node D within arequest zone Z at time t1, which is based on location information about D learned by S at timet0. Let us assume that the route request includes the timestamp t0, because the location of nodeD at time t0 is used to determine the request zone. Also, location of node S and the time t12In simulations presented in [13], average speed of mobile nodes is used to de�ne the expected zone, whereasmaximum speed is used in [14]. It is also possible to use some other function of the speed distribution.3



when the request is originated are also included. Now suppose that some intermediate node Iwithin Z receives the route request at time t2, where t1 < t2. More recent location informationfor D may potentially be known by node I (as compared to node S), and the expected zonebased on that information may be di�erent from previous request zone Z. Therefore, requestzone initially determined at a source node may be adapted at node I.For instance, when using LAR scheme 1, node I may determine the expected zone usingmore recent location information for node D, and de�ne the adapted request zone as the smallestrectangle containing node S and the new expected zone for node D. Similarly, when using LARscheme 2, node I may calculate distance from the more recent location of destination D that itknows, and use this distance in the decision rule (to decide whether to discard a route request)of scheme 2.3.2.2 Other ways for Request Zone AdaptationEven though the LAR scheme 2 does not explicitly specify the request zone, the request zoneat node S can be thought to be implicitly de�ned as a circle of radius �DISTs + �3. As theroute request packet is propagated to various nodes, this implicit request zone is adapted byan intermediate node I as a circle of radius �DISTi + �, as shown in Figure 2(a). On theother hand, in LAR scheme 1 the request zone is speci�ed explicitly by the source S, and therequest zone is not modi�ed by any intermediate nodes. We can improve the performance ofLAR scheme 1 by having the request zone be adapted at an intermediate nodes I, such thatthe request zone for the request propagated by node I includes the current location of I andthe expected zone of the destination D. For instance, in Figure 2(b), when node I receives theroute request from the source S and forwards the request to its neighbors because I is within therequest zone Z (de�ned by S), it can replace Z by an adapted request zone Z' before forwardingthe request. By applying the same reasoning when node J receives the route request messagefrom node I, the request zone can be again adapted.Generalizing the above idea, although a rectangular shape is used for the request zone inLAR scheme 1, any other form may also be used. For instance, Figure 2(c) shows the case whenthe request zone is de�ned as a cone rooted at node S, such that angle made by the cone is largeenough to include the request zone { the angle made by the cone may be chosen by some otherheuristic as well (for instance, if the angle is always chosen to be 90 degrees, this scheme wouldbecome similar to that in Figure 2(b)). Similar to adaptation of the rectangular request zone inFigure 2(b), the cone-shaped request zone may also be adapted as shown in Figure 2(c). Thisapproach using cone-shaped region is analogous to the approach used in [1] to deliver data to adestination node. The signi�cant di�erence between the two approaches is that the LAR usesthe cone-shaped regions for route discovery, not for data delivery. Also, LAR schemes does notrequire periodic broadcast of location information, unlike [1].3Some parameters � and � are used to tune the request zone's size in [14].4
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3.3 Local SearchIn the basic LAR protocol, any intermediate node I detecting routing failure (due to a brokenlink) informs the source node S by sending a route error packet (see Figure 3(a)). Then, Sinitiates a new route discovery (using a request zone), to �nd a path to the destination D. As wehave already seen, if we use location information, routing messages can be reduced by limitingpropagation of route request packets to the request zone determined (implicitly or explicitly)by node S, as shown in Figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows how this scheme may be improved toreduce the size of request zone as well as latency of route re-determination for node D. This canbe done by allowing any intermediate node I detecting route error to initiate a route discoveryusing a request zone based on its own location information for node D. Such a local search mayresult in a smaller request zone (as shown in Figure 3(c)) because node I may be closer to Dthan S. Smaller request zone could reduce routing overhead. The time to �nd the new path toD may also be reduced, as a smaller request zone is searched.
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(c)Figure 3: Local Search to Re-establish a Broken Route3.4 Propagation of Location and Speed InformationInitially, in ad hoc network environments, a node may not know the physical location (either cur-rent or old) of other hosts. However, as time progresses, each node can get location informationfor many hosts either as a result of its own route discovery or as a result of message forwardingfor another node's route discovery. For instance, if node S includes its current location in theroute request message, and if node D includes its current location in the route reply message,then each node receiving these messages can know the locations of nodes S and D, respectively.In general, location information may be propagated by piggybacking it on any packet. Similarly,a node may propagate to other nodes its average speed (or some other measure of speed).3.5 Combining with Time-to-Live (TTL)In DSR [9], route discovery using expanding ring search has been suggested as one optimizationover ooding. In this approach, a source initially sends a route request with setting its time-to-6



live (TTL) �eld to 1. If no route reply is received for some time, the source increases the TTL toa larger value and tries again. Although both TTL and LAR schemes limit the spread of routerequest messages, their behavior is quite di�erent. In fact, the LAR protocols may also be usedin combination with the TTL optimization. By setting the TTL to some reasonable number,the source can bound the number of hops the request packet will travel. Therefore, even if anode exists within the request zone de�ned by the LAR scheme, it will drop the packet when itis over TTL hops away from the source.3.6 Clock SynchronizationLAR scheme 1 assumed clock synchronization between the nodes. However, this approach canbe easily extended to the case when clocks are unsynchronized. When a node X receives locationinformation for another node Y (for instance, in a route reply packet), node X would timestampthe information as per its local clock. This information can be used in a future route discovery,as described in LAR scheme 1. This approach is likely to perform as well as in the case ofsynchronized clocks, because message delivery delays are likely to be relatively small. LARscheme 2 does not need synchronized clocks, which may be considered to be an advantage overscheme 1.3.7 Use of Directional Antennas3.7.1 Directional AntennasA directional antenna is an antenna in which the radiation pattern is not omnidirectional.One advantage of directional antennas for mobile communication is that they reduce e�ects ofmultipath degradation [25]. Increasing the e�ective communication range of base station canalso be considered as an advantage. On the other hand, when applying directional antennasto mobile communications, new problems occur: for instance, multiple access protocols withomnidirectional antennas should be redesigned since with directional antennas the beam canonly be directed at a subset of neighbors [7].Some researchers have already suggested use of directional antennas for a packet radiosystem consisting of a base station and a number of mobile users. For example, Zander [25]has proposed the use of directional antennas in slotted ALOHA multihop packet radio networkswhose broadcast radio channel is shared by means of some random time division multiple access(RTDMA) scheme. More recently, a way of using adaptive directed antennas for the MobileBroadband System (MBS) has been proposed [7]. In [7], to apply directional antennas to mobilecommunications, they pointed out that a mobile station's direction needs to be tracking preciselyso that the base station can direct the beam at the mobile station with su�cient precision. Inaddition, they argued conventional multiple access protocols are not suitable with directionalantennas and suggested an adaptive protocol of dynamic slot assignment (DSA) for directionalantennas. Other researchers have also suggested using directional antennas for packet radionetworks [16, 21, 24]. 7



Most of previous MANET routing algorithms assume (implicitly or explicitly) use ofomnidirectional antennas even though MANET nodes can be equipped with wireless transmit-ters and receivers either using omnidirectional antennas (broadcast) or using highly directionalantennas (point-to-point) [3]. In fact, the main reason why those protocols usually assumeomnidirectional antennas is because they cannot specify the direction in which routing requestpackets need to be transmitted. Clearly, in order to utilize directional antennas for the routingpurpose, a source should de�ne where to send a route request packet.3.7.2 LAR with directional AntennasThe LAR protocol lowers routing overhead by reducing the number of nodes that will receiveand forward a route request message. However, the basic LAR approach is still limited in a sensedue to the broadcast propagating nature of mobile ad hoc networks. In general, MANET nodesare assumed to have omnidirectional antennas for wireless communication [3]. This assumptionimplies that any request message broadcast by a node will reach all its neighbors, even if someof these neighbors are outside the intended request zone. This may be improved upon by usingdirected antennas.For instance, in Figure 4, let us assume that node S needs to determine a route to nodeD so it broadcasts a route request packet. Let us also assume that LAR scheme 1 is used forthis route discovery phase with omnidirectional antennas. With LAR scheme 1 based on theviewpoint of S, the request zone is de�ned as the rectangle in which only node S, A, B and Dare included. Nodes C and E do not need to receive any route request packets, because theyare both outside the request zone. However, due to the broadcast transmission properties ofwireless networks, node C receives a route request packet from node S whose transmission rangecovers C as well as A. Similarly, the request message will be forwarded to node E, via node A,unnecessarily. (In fact, when node A forwards the route request, all it neighbors B, C, E, and S,will receive the request.) This inherent limitation can be mitigated by using directional antennas.A directional antenna is an antenna in which the radiation pattern is not omnidirectional. LARprotocols, particularly those using the optimizations in Figure 2, make it possible to utilizedirectional antennas for routing in MANET.Again, assume that node S having a directional antenna initiates a route discovery phasefor node D. Based on the previous location information of D, route request packets may onlybe directed at a small group of mobile nodes (see Figure 4). Therefore, in this scenario, nodeC does not receive the request packet from S even though C is a neighbor of S. When node Aforwards the route request (originated by node S), it applies a similar criteria. Continuing in thisfashion, intuitively, an extension of LAR protocols with directional antennas will substantiallydecrease the cost of ad hoc routing. Since it can prevent unnecessary transmission of routingpackets.4 SummaryThis technical report describes how the basic LAR schemes may be optimized to improve per-formance. Future work is needed to evaluate these optimizations.8
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